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  53  ,   55  ,   57  ;    provincial and extra-empire 
marketplaces in,     120–2   ;    and Triple 
Alliance,     140   

  ceremonies: and calendars,     216–19  ;    and 
children,     308n17   ;    and gods,     236–46   ;    roles 
of commoners in,     184   ;    and syncretism 
of Aztec and Spanish religions,     290  . 
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  37–42  ;    and Aztec religious life,     223–4   ;    and 
subjective nature of ethnicity in Aztec 
culture,     45   

  Chicomexochitl (god),     291  ,   292–3  
  Chiconautla (city-state),     68  ,   69  ,   72  
  children: birth and naming of,     199–200  ; 

   and ceremonies,     308n17   ;    diet of,     71   ;    and 
education,     200–5  ,   211  ,   307–8n13–16   ; 
   evidence for health from skeletal 
and dental remains in archaeological 
record,     250   

  chiles, and Aztec diet,     70  
  Chimalpahin (author),     6  ,   11  ,   13  ,   55  ,   144  
  Chimalpopoca (ruler 1415–1426),     145  
   chinampas ,     41  ,   43  ,   52  ,   79–81  
  Cholula (city-state),     106  ,   131  ,   234  ,   271  , 

  276  ,   299n8  
  Cihuacoatl (goddess),     208  

  Cihuatecpan (city-state),     63  ,   68  ,   69  ,   72  ,   82  , 
  110  ,   111  ,   301n30  

  city-state ( altepetl ): arts in service of religion 
and,     252–8  ;    confederations of,     138   ;    and 
control of land,     147   ;    and craft production,   
  106–7   ;    and ethnicity in Mesoamerica,     44   ; 
   and political strategies of empire,     170–1   ; 
   role of in Aztec life,     135–8   ;    and Spanish 
imperial administration,     280  ,   282   ;    and 
Triple Alliance,     139–41  .    See also  political 
organization   

  class: and distinction between nobles and 
commoners,     177  ;    and structure of Aztec 
society,     185  ,   189  .    See also  commoners  ;   elites   

  Classical Nahuatl,     xix  
  Clavijero, Francisco J.,     125  
  Clendinnen, Inga,     201  
  climate, and agriculture in Basin of Mexico,   

  75  .    See also  natural disasters  
  clothing: and cloaks as means of exchange,   

  124  ,   127  ;    and cloth production during 
Spanish colonial period,     286–7   ;    and 
costumes of gods,     237   ;    and craft 
specialization,     106   ;    and distinction 
between nobles and commoners,     72–4  , 
  178  ,   301n27   ;    and trade in cotton,     304n25   ; 
   as tribute,     270  ,   306n30–1  .    See also  spinning 
and weaving   

  Coatepec (mountain),     222–3  
  Coates, Wayne,     71  
  Coatlan (city-state),     174  ,   184  ,   271  
  Coatlicue (goddess),     222  
  Coayxtlahuacan (city-state),     122  
  cochineal dye,     285  
   Codex Azcatitlan ,     254  
   Codex Chimalpopoca ,     11  ,   55  
   Codex en Cruz ,     55  ,   255  
   Codex Magliabechiano,      310  
   Codex Mendoza : and Aztec writing,     254  ;    on 

conquests of Axayacatl,     157   ;    on diet of 
children,     71   ;    on education of children,   
  203  ,   303n10  ,   307n15   ;    and provinces,     171   ; 
   on rewards for warriors,     262   ;    on ritual 
calendar,     308n1   ;    structure of,     297n3   ; 
   survival of,     8–9   ;    on tribute,     165  ,   166  , 
  306n30   ;    on weaving,     25   

   Codex Telleriano-Remensis ,     55  ,   241  ,   255  ,   310n9  
   Códice Aubin ,     55  
   Códice de Huichapan ,     55  
   Códice de Xicotepec,      13  
  codices.        See  pictorial codices  ;   writing  
  Colhuacan (city-state),     38  ,   41  
  colonial period: and administrative records 

as sources of information on Aztec world,   
  12  ;    Aztec cultural responses to pressures 
of Spanish rule,     277–93   ;    and estimates of 
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population,     59   ;    and pictorial codices,     6–7  . 
   See also  New Spain  ;   Spain   

  commoners: clothing of,     72–4  ,   178  ,   301n27  ; 
   depictions of in codices,     307n1   ;    and 
housing,     63–7   ;    and punishments for 
crime,     212–13   ;    and social life,     180–4   ;    and 
Spanish colonial administration,     284–6   

  complexity, and interpretations of Aztec 
world,     25–6  ,   30  ,   259  

  concentration, of craft production,     104–8  
  confederations, of city-states,     138  . 

   See also  Chalco  
   congregación , Spanish policy of,     281  
  conjurers, and magic,     245–6  
  consonants, and Nahuatl pronunciation 

guide,     xx  
  context, and organization of craft 

production,     108–13  
  cooking methods, and preparation of 

food,     71  
  copper bells,     124  ,   127  ,   299n6  
  core, and world systems theory,     269–71  
  Cortés, Hernán: on Chapultepec aqueduct,   

  79  ;    on craft production,     94   ;    and 
description of Lake Texcoco,     77   ;    and 
estimates of population,     59   ;    letters of as 
source of information on Aztec world,   
  9–10   ;    on marketplaces and trade,     115–16  , 
  126  ,   304n34   ;    on material objects,     16  ,   20   ; 
   and military campaign against Aztec 
Empire,     279–80  ,   310n1   

  cosmology, dynamics and structure of Aztec,   
  219–29  

  Costin, Cathy Lynne,     90  
  cotton: and armor,     306n25–6  ;    and clothing 

of elites,     72  ,   74   ;    and craft production,     99  , 
  104  ,   106  ,   111–12   ;    markets and trade in,   
  303–4n24–5  .    See also  clothing  ;   spinning 
and weaving   

  courtyards: and housing of commoners,     63  ; 
   and housing of elites,     67   

  Coyoacan (city-state),     95  ,   107  ,   118  ,   130  , 
  173  ,   181  

  Coyolxauhqui (goddess),     38  ,   39  , 
  222  ,   223  

  craft production: concentration of,     104–8  ; 
   diversity of,     90–7   ;    organization and 
context of,     108–13   ;    strategies and 
decisions in,     98–9  .    See also  featherworking  ; 
  luxury goods  ;   pottery  ;   spinning and 
weaving   

  crime: and enslavement,     190  ;    punishments 
for,     211–14   

   Crónica mexicayotl  (Alvarado Tezozomoc),     12  

  Cuauhnahuac (province),     172  
  Cuauhtemoc (ruler 1520–1525),     145  
  Cuauhtencoztli (poet),     256  
  Cuauhtitlan (city-state),     76–7  ,   107  ,   118  , 

  137  ,   310n6  
  Cuetlaxtlan (province),     174–5  ,   271  ,   311n21  
  Cuitlahuac (ruler 1520),     145  
  Culhuacan (city-state),     79  
  cultural ecological model,     29  
  culture: and Aztec responses to Spanish 

pressure in colonial period,     277–93  ;    and 
defi nition of Mesoamerica as culture 
area,     31–2   ;    ethnicity and diversity of in 
Mesoamerica,     44–6   ;    hybrid nature of 
Aztec,     37–42     

  dancing, and religious ceremonies,     255  ,   256  
  death: and Aztec beliefs about life and 

afterlife,     208–10  ,   308n23  ;    308n28;      ;    and 
death penalty as punishment for crime,   
  212–13   ;    and duality principle,     220  ,   222   ; 
   human sacrifi ce and cycle between life 
and,     242  .    See also  sacrifi ce   

  demography: epidemic diseases and loss of 
population in Basin of Mexico,     59  ,   247  , 
  281–2  ,   311n16  ,   311n20–1  ;    and estimates 
of Aztec population at time of Spanish 
contact,     57–62  ,   300n7   ;    impact of human 
sacrifi ce on,     243   ;    and Late Postclassic 
population surge in Basin of Mexico,   
  42–3  ,   60  ,   75  ,   300n12  .    See also  migrations   

  Díaz del Castillo, Bernal,     9–10  ,   59  ,   108  , 
  300n8  ,   302n41–2  ,   304n34  ,   305n10  

  Diel, Lori Boornazian,     140  ,   154  ,   174  
  diet: of commoners and elites,     70–1  ;    and 

fasting,     309n14   ;    and health,     250   ;    and 
theories about ritual cannibalism,     242–3  . 
   See also  agriculture  ;   feasting  ;   food   

  digging sticks ( uitzoctlí ) ,     82–3  
  diplomacy, and exercise of power by 

rulers,     154–5  
  diversity: of craft production,     90–7  ;    as theme 

in interpretation of Aztec world,     26–8  ,   30   
  divination, and magic,     219  ,   245–6  
  dogs,     117  ,   308n25  
  Doolittle, William E.,     76  ,   79  
  drainage ditches, and irrigation,     77  ,   79  
  dualism: and impact of Spanish on Aztec 

religion,     289–90  ;    principle of in Aztec 
cosmology,     220  ,   222   

  Durán, Fray Diego: on clothing of priests,   
  237  ;    on construction of aqueducts,     77   ; 
   on cosmology,     225   ;    on craft production,   
  94–5   ;    on funerals,     308n26   ;    and historical 
documents as sources of information on 
Aztec world,     10   ;    on human sacrifi ce,     241   ; 

colonial period: and administrative records as 
sources of information on Aztec world
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   on marketplaces,     117  ,   121  ,   123   ;    on military 
and warfare,     161  ,   184  ,   262  ,   263  ,   264–5  , 
  266  ,   267  ,   278  ,   305n13  ,   306n25   ;    on naming 
of children,     200   ;    on natural disasters in 
Basin of Mexico,     55   ;    on nature in Aztec 
worldview,     85   ;    on nobles,     177   ;    on oral 
expression,     256   ;    and pictorial codices,     5–6   ; 
   on provinces,     171   ;    on rulers,     149  ,   150  ,   153  , 
  264   ;    on Spanish conquest of Tenochtitlan,   
  277   ;    on tribute,     156  ,   165   

  Dürer, Albrecht,     16  
  dynamics: of age in life cycle,     199–210  ; 

   building of empire and political,     155–75   ; 
   marriage rules and household,     194–8   ;    as 
theme in interpretation of Aztec world,   
  29–30  ,   259     

  eclipses,     218  
  economics: and poverty in Aztec world,   

  190  ;    tribute and fi nance of Aztec Empire,   
  162–73   ;    and warrior regalia as form of 
wealth,     260–8  .    See also  markets  ;   trade and 
trade networks   

  Edelmira, Linares,     251  
  education: of children,     200–5  ,   303n10  , 

  307–8n13–16  ;    of priests,     234   
  ego-centered, Aztec kinship relations 

as,     191–2  
  Ehecatl (god),     221  ,   234  .    See also  Quetzalcoatl  
  elderly, defi ned roles of in Aztec 

society,     207–8  
  elites: and clothing,     72–4  ,   178  ,   301n27  ;    and 

control of books,     253   ;    depictions of in 
codices,     307n1   ;    display and use of precious 
materials by,     91  ,   272   ;    and houses in Basin 
of Mexico,     67–70   ;    and inheritance of 
titles,     194   ;    marriage and polygyny,     195   ; 
   and political strategies of Aztec Empire,   
  171   ;    and punishments for crime,     212–13   ; 
   roles of in Spanish colonial period,     282–4   ; 
   and social life,     177–80   

   encomienda ,  altepetl  as basis for,     281  ,   282  
  environment: and features of Aztec world,   

  49–56  ;    and natural world in Aztec 
worldview,     84–5  ,   230  ,   247   ;    and tribute 
assessments,     163–4   

  epidemic diseases, impact of on population 
of Basin of Mexico,     59  ,   247  ,   281–2  , 
  311n16  ,   311n20–1  

  ethnicity: and  altepetls  under Spanish rule,   
  280–1  ;    and biases in documentary record,   
  13   ;    and craft specialization,     106   ;    cultural 
and linguistic diversity in Mesoamerica,   
  44–6   ;    and provinces,     173   

  ethnography, as source of information on 
Aztec world,     23  

  ethnohistory and ethnohistoric research: 
and diversity of craft production,     91  ,   94  ; 
   and domestic rituals,     244   ;    and estimates 
for population of Basin of Mexico,     58   ; 
   and health,     250   ;    and political structure of 
Tlaxcallan,     278–9   ;    and regional variation 
as theme in Aztec studies,     27–8   ;    and 
sources of information on Aztec world,   
  14–15   ;    sources of on Mesoamerica,     297n1  . 
   See also  history   

  Evans, Susan,     69  ,   82  ,   300n11  
  exotic goods, and world systems theory in 

Aztec context,     273–5  .    See also  luxury goods    

  Fabiola Guzmán, Ana,     302n48  
  fallowing, and agricultural techniques,     82  , 

  302n40  
  family: and inheritance,     193–4  ;    and 

kinship rules,     191–3   ;    marriage rules 
and household dynamics,     194–8  . 
   See also  children   

  Fargher, Lane F.,     138  ,   278  ,   279  
  feasting: and exercise of power by rulers,   

  152  ,   153  ,   171  ;    and potlatches of Northwest 
coast Native Americans,     309n18   ;    and 
social position of merchants,     187  ,   188   

  featherworking,     21  ,   100–2  ,   188–9  ,   307n14  
  Feinman, Gary M.,     90  
  fertility: religion and deities of,     231  ,   232–3  ; 

   and warfare in Aztec worldview,     225   
  fertilizers, and agricultural techniques,     82  
  fi sh, as source of food,     86  
   Florentine Codex ,     7  ,   13  ,   254  ,   297n6  . 

   See also  Sahagún, Bernardino de  
  fl owery wars,     158  ,   278  
  food: and military supplies,     160–1  ; 

   nonagricultural sources of,     83–8  . 
   See also  agriculture  ;   diet  ;   feasting   

  France (French), and  Codex Mendoza ,     9  
  Frank, Andre G.,     268  
  “frontier strategy,” of Aztec Empire,     171  
  funeral rituals,     209–10  ,   308n26    

  Galaty, Michael L.,     271  
  gambling,     190  
  gardens, and households,     81–2  
  Garraty, Christopher P.,     62  ,   114  ,   121  ,   128  
  Gasco, Janine,     169  ,   276  
  Gelb, I. J.,     26  
  gender: and diff erences in kin terminologies,   

  193  ;    and education of children,     202–3  , 
  303n10  ,   307n14   ;    and naming of children,   
  199   ;    and roles in adulthood,     205–8  . 
   See also  women   

  genealogy, of royal family of 
Tenochtitlan,     145  
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  geography, and ecological zones in Aztec 
world,     51–2  

  Gibson, Charles,     26  ,   58  ,   107  ,   137  ,   282  
  gift giving, by rulers,     153–4  ,   171  , 

  264–5  ,   310n6  
  glottal stop, in Nahuatl,     xx  
  greenstone,     122  
  guayaba ( Psidium guajava ),     251  
  guilds: and craft production,     109  ;    and 

professional merchants,     187   
  Guzmán, Don Juan de,     108–9    

  Hakluyt, Richard,     9  
   Handbook of Middle American Indians  

(1973–1975),     297n1  
  Harner, Michael,     241  ,   242  ,   243  
  Harris, Marvin,     242  
  Harvey, H. R.,     28  
  Haskett, Robert,     283  
  Hassig, Ross,     114  
  hearths: and housing of commoners,     65  ;    and 

religious importance of fi re,     231   
  Heath-Smith, Cynthia,     169  ,   300n12  
  Hernández, Francisco,     10  ,   85  ,   86  ,   248  ,   302n46  
  heterogeneity, acquisition of food or 

necessities and theme of,     62  
  Hicks, Frederic,     62  ,   189  ,   304n26  
  Hirth, Kenneth G.,     104  ,   108  ,   301n38  ,   303n14  , 

  304n27  
  historical documents: and depictions of elites 

and commoners,     307n1  ;    in Nahuatl as 
sources of information on Aztec world,   
  11–15   ;    and natural disasters in Basin of 
Mexico,     54   ;    in Spanish as sources of 
information on Aztec world,     9–11  ,   12–15   

  history: of Aztec migrations prior to 
founding of Tenochtitlan,     38–9  ;    ethnicity 
in Mesoamerica and shared,     44–5   ; 
   and events leading to Aztec imperial 
dominance,     40–1   ;    of militarism in 
Mesoamerica,     156   ;    and religious life of 
Aztecs,     223–5  .    See also  ethnohistory 
and ethnohistoric research  ;   historical 
documents   

  Hodge, Mary G.,     137  ,   303n15  , 
  304–5n1  ,   305n6  

  hoes ( uictlí ),     82–3  
  Hohokam (Arizona),     299n7  
  housing and households: of commoners,   

  63–7  ;    and craft production,     98–9  ,   102   ; 
   and distinctions between nobles and 
commoners,     178  ,   183   ;    and domestic 
rituals or off erings,     243–4  ,   311n32   ;    of 
elites,     67–70   ;    and gardens,     81–2   ;    Nahuatl 
terms for,     300n16   ;    size of in early colonial 
period,     300n11  .    See also  palaces   

  Huaxacac (city-state),     173  
  Huaxtepec (province),     172  
  Huexotla (city-state),     61  ,   95  ,   98  ,   103  ,   121  ,   131  
  Huexotzinco (city-state),     96  ,   154–5  ,   175  ,   271  
  Huitzilihuitl (ruler 1391–1415),     145  
  Huitzilopochtli (god),     38  ,   40  ,   222  ,   223  ,   224  , 

  233  ,   234  ,   237  
  human remains, and archaeological record 

as source of information on Aztec world,   
  22–3  ,   250  .    See also  burials  ;   death  ;   sacrifi ce    

  Icpatepeque (city-state),     122  
  ideographs, and Aztec writing,     253  
  inheritance: and kinship rules,     193–4  ;    of 

warrior regalia,     266   
  insects, as source of food,     86–7  
  intensity, of craft production,     99–104  
  interactions, and interpretation of Aztec 

world,     28–9  ,   30  
  intermittent crafting, concept of,     104  
  irrigation, and Aztec agriculture,     76–9  , 

  301n34–7  .    See also  aqueducts  ;    chinampas   
  Itzcoatl (ruler 1426–1440),     140–1  ,   145  ,   177  , 

  253  ,   305n8  ,   307n10  
  Itzocan (city-state),     117  
  Ixtapalapan (city-state),     77  
  Ixtapaluca Viejo (city-state),     63  
  Ixtepexi (city-state),     271    

  Johnson, Matthew,     15  
  jugglers, and magic,     245–6    

  Karttunen, Frances,     311n28  
  Kellogg, Susan,     11  ,   193  ,   206  
  Kepecs, Susan,     268  
  kinship: family formation and rules of,   

  191–3  ;    as organizing principle for  calpolli ,   
  182   ;    and postmarital residence,     196  ,   197   

  Kirchhoff , Paul,     31  ,   32  
  Klein, Cecelia F.,     232  ,   237  
  Klor de Alva, J. Jorge,     312n33  
  Kohl, Philip,     268    

  labor: male-female division of,     206  ;    as mar-
ketable commodity,     113   ;    rulers and con-
trol of,     147–8  ,   150  ,   300n13   ;    and tribute in 
form of service,     168   

  Laboratory for Ancient Materials Analysis 
(California State University, San 
Bernardino),     94  

  lakes: and  chinampas  in Basin of Mexico,     8  , 
  80  ,   301–2n3  ;    and environment of Basin of 
Mexico,     50  ,   52  .    See also  Chalco  ;   Texcoco  ; 
  Zumpango   

  land: and cacao production,     169  ;    control 
of by rulers,     147–8  ,   150   ;    and distinctions 
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between nobles and commoners,     183   ; 
   exclusion of from commercial exchange,   
  113  ,   304n26   ;    and inheritance,     193   ;    warfare 
and allocation of,     305n13   

  landscapes, and environmental zones of 
Aztec world,     49  

  language: ethnicity and diversity of in 
Mesoamerica,     44–6  ;    and ethnographic 
sources of information on Aztec world,   
  23  .    See also  Nahuatl   

  Late Postclassic: and population surge in 
Basin of Mexico,     42–3  ;    use of term,     xviii   

  LeClair, Edward E.,     125  
  Legend of the Suns,     215  
  Lekson, Stephen H.,     299n6  
  León-Portilla, Miguel,     12  ,   256  
  Lewis, Oscar,     301n25  
  life: and beliefs about death and afterlife,   

  208–10  ;    and duality principle,     220  ,   222   ; 
   human sacrifi ce and cycle between death 
and,     242   

  life cycle, and dynamics of age,     199–210  
  living standards, and distinction between 

nobles and commoners,     183  
  local variation, as theme in Aztec studies,     27  
  Lockhart, James,     xix  ,   147  ,   180  ,   186  ,   193  ,   282  , 

  283  ,   285  ,   290  ,   302n3  
  López Austin, Alfredo,     208  ,   209  ,   210  ,   229  ,   237  , 

  299n9  ,   303n16  ,   308n22  ,   309n12  
  López Luján, Leonardo,     18  ,   205  ,   210  ,   299n9  , 

  306n21  
  luxury goods: control of as symbols by elites 

and rulers,     150–1  ,   306–7n36  ;    and craft 
production,     92–4  ,   110   ;    trade and imperial 
expansion,     133   ;    and world systems 
theory,     271–2  .    See also  amber  ;   artisans  ; 
  featherworking  ;   greenstone  ;   obsidian  ; 
  pottery  ;   turquoise     

  macroregional approach, to Mesoamerica as 
culture area,     32  

  Macuilxochitl (god),     212  ,   233  
  Madsen, William,     290  
  magic, and divination,     245–6  
  maguey,     112  ;    and Aztec diet,     70  ,   72   ;    and 

clothing of Aztec commoners,     72  ,   74   ;    and 
craft production,     104  ,   110–11  ,   301n32   ;    as 
medicinal plant,     251   

  maize: as basis of Aztec diet,     70–1  ;    and gods,   
  233   ;    preparation of,     301n25   

  Malinalxochitl (goddess),     38  
   manos ,     22  ,   298n20  
  Manzanilla, Linda,     34  
  markets and marketplaces: and 

archaeological record,     298n12  ,   304n27  ; 
   cheating and fraud in,     211–12   ;    and craft 

production in Basin of Mexico,     91  ,   94–5  , 
  108  ,   303n19   ;    and slavery,     191  ,   304n30   ; 
   and solar calendar,     216   ;    and trade in 
Aztec world,     114–28  ,   272–7  ,   304n33  . 
   See also  merchants  ;   Tlatelolco  ;   trade and 
trade networks   

  marriage: and Aztec establishment of 
political legitimacy in Basin of Mexico,   
  41  ;    and elite practice of polygyny,     179  , 
  184  ,   186   ;    and exercise of power by rulers,   
  154   ;    and family life,     194–8   ;    and political 
strategies of Aztec Empire,     171   ;    and 
weddings,     205   

  material objects: and archaeology as source 
of information on Aztec world,     16–17  , 
  20  ;    introduction of by Spanish,     286–8   ; 
   and manufactured objects as tribute,     164  . 
   See also  luxury goods  ;   tools   

  Matos Moctezuma, Eduardo,     18  ,   300n7  , 
  306n21  

   Matrícula de Tributos ,     5  ,   156  ,   165  ,   166  ,   171  ,   254  , 
  297n2–3  ,   297n5  ,   306n30  

  Maya: merchants and trade with Aztec 
Empire,     131  ,   275  ;    relations of with Aztec 
Empire,     56   

  Mayahuel (goddess),     233  
  McAnany, Patricia,     243  
  medicine, as empirical and applied science 

in Aztec world,     246–51  .    See also  epidemic 
diseases  ;   midwives  ;   plants  

  Megged, Amos,     285  
  Mendieta, Jerónimo de,     10  
  Mendoza, Antonio,     9  
  merchants ( pochteca ): and Aztec imperial 

expansion,     133–4  ,   159  ;    and integration of 
economy,     276   ;    intermediate position of 
in social structure,     185  ,   186–7  ,   188   ;    and 
prestige goods,     272   ;    and regional trade,   
  129–32  ,   304n38   ;    and warrior regalia,     263  ; 
   See also  trade and trade networks   

  Mesoamerica: and calendars,     216  ;    and 
conquest states before Aztec Empire,   
  155   ;    cores and peripheries of,     269   ;    as a 
culture area,     31–3   ;    ethnicity and cultural 
or linguistic diversity in,     44–6   ;    history of 
militarism in,     156   ;    and human sacrifi ce,   
  240  ,   309n17   ;    merging of Chichimecs 
and Toltecs with Mexica,     37–42   ;    and 
precedents for Aztecs,     33–6   ;    responses of 
Aztecs to challenges of Late Postclassic 
period in,     42–4   ;    sources of ethnohistory 
on,     297n1   ;    use of term,     xvii–xviii   ;    world 
systems theory and integration of,   
  275   ;    and worship of Quetzalcoatl,     234  . 
   See also  Basin of Mexico  ;   central Mexico  ; 
  Pacifi c coastal regions   
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   metates ,     23  ,   298n14  
  Mexica, use of term,     xvii  
  Mexicaltzinco (city-state),     63  
  Mexico City.        See  Tenochtitlan  
  microenvironments, in Basin of Mexico,     52–3  
  Mictecacihuatl (goddess),     208  ,   220  
  Mictlan (underworld),     209  
  Mictlantecuhtli (god),     208  ,   220  ,   234  
  midwives,     199  ,   225  ,   251  
  migrations: of conquered peoples from Aztec 

Empire,     175  ;    and growth of population 
in Late Postclassic Basin of Mexico,     60   ; 
   and historical sources on early history of 
Mexica,     38–9   

  Mihuatlan (client state),     130  
  Millon, René,     124  
  Minc, Leah D.,     118  ,   120  
  Mintz, Sidney W.,     70  
  Misantla (city-state),     111  
  Mixcoatl (god),     224  ,   233–4  ,   309n7  . 

   See also  Camaxtli  
  Mixtecs, and craft production,     106  
  mnemonic devices, and written images,     255  
  Molina, Alonso de,     141  
  money, and marketplaces,     123–8  . 

   See also  bargaining and barter  ; 
  cacao beans  

  monuments, and sculpture,     257–8  
  Monzón, Arturo,     303n16  
  Moquihuix (ruler of Tlatelolco 1467–1473),   

  158–9  ,   254–5  
  Morelos (modern state): and craft 

production,     96  ,   98  ;    and diff erence 
between noble and commoner 
houses,     183   ;    and domestic rituals,     244   ; 
   environment of,     55   ;    excavations of 
commoner houses in,     63–4   ;    status of as 
province,     171–2   

  Morgan, Lewis Henry,     25–6  
  Motolinía,     6  ,   10  ,   123  ,   125  
  Motecuhzoma Ilhuicamina (ruler 1440–

1468),     60  ,   141  ,   145  ,   166  ,   177  ,   178  
  Motecuhzoma Xocoyotzin (ruler 

1502–1520): and artisans,     109  ,   183  ,   189  , 
  310n27  ;    and control of labor,     149–50   ;    and 
diff erences of Aztecs from predecessors,   
  43–4   ;    and distinction between nobles 
and commoners,     177   ;    and exercise of 
power,     154–5  ,   306n23   ;    genealogy of,     145   ; 
   personality of,     142  ,   143   ;    and religious 
off erings,     238   ;    and ritual calendar,   
  308n1   ;    and soothsayers,     219   ;    tribute and 
coronation of,     165   ;    variants in spelling of,   
  xx   ;    and warfare,     305n8  ,   310n6   

  mountains, and Aztec worldview,     84  
  multicrafting, concept of,     104  

  multicropping, and agricultural 
techniques,     82  

  Muñoz Camargo, Diego,     11  
  Museo Nacional de Antropología (Mexico 

City),     18  ,   19  
  museum collections, ritual objects in,     216  
  musical instruments,     239  .    See also  dancing  ; 

  songs    

   nahualli  (animal spirit companions),     25  
  Nahuatl: contemporary speakers of,   

  23  ;    emulation, appropriation, and 
assimilation in Aztec Empire,     174   ;    guide 
to pronunciation of,     xix-xx   ;    and historical 
documents as sources of information on 
Aztec world,     11–12   ;    and kin terms,     192   ; 
   and resilience of Aztec/Nahua cultural 
traditions,     292   ;    and terms for housing,   
  300n16   ;    and use of term “Nahua” after 
Spanish conquest,     281   

  names and naming: of children,     199–200  ; 
   combination of Nahua and Spanish in 
colonial period,     283   ;    of women,     307n12   

  Nanahuatzin (god),     221  
  Nappa Tecuhtli (god),     184  
  natural disasters: and drought in central 

Mexico in mid-1400s,     190  ;    and 
environment of Basin of Mexico,   
  52–3  ,   54–5   

  natural resources, in Aztec world,     53  ,   56  . 
   See also  raw materials  

  nature and natural world, in Aztec 
worldview,     84–5  ,   230  ,   247  

  Navarrete, Federico,     255  
  Neale, Walter C.,     124  
  New Fire ceremony,     231  ,   238  ,   308n1  
  New Spain, estimates for population of,     57  . 

   See also  colonial period  
  Nezahualcoyotl (ruler of Texcoco 1418–

1472),     140–1  ,   166  ,   180  
  Nezahualpilli (ruler of Texcoco 1472–1515),   

  68  ,   179–80  ,   194  ,   195  ,   196  ,   218  ,   300n19  
  Nichols, Deborah L.,     27  ,   300n7  
  Nicholson, H. B.,     xvii  ,   9  ,   216  
  nobles.        See  elites    

  obsidian,     103  ,   104  ,   277  ,   303n18  
  ocean, and Aztec worldview,     84  
  Off ner, Jerome A.,     186  
  Olivier, Guilhem,     237  
  Olko, Justyna,     263  ,   310n2  ,   310n5  
  Olmos, Andrés de,     10  ,   298n8  
  Ometeotl (god),     220  ,   230  
  Opochtli (god),     184  
  oral traditions: and arts in service of religion 

and state,     255–7  ;    as sources of information 
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on Aztec world,     12  .    See also  history  ; 
  poetry  ;   songs   

  organization, and context of craft 
production,     108–13  

  Otis Charlton, Cynthia,     302n7  
  Otomí (ethnic group),     13  ,   106  ,   200  
  Otompan (city-state),     72  ,   95  ,   96  ,   98  ,   104  ,   109  , 

  110  ,   111  ,   117  ,   120  ,   311n20  
  Oviedo de Valdés, Gonzalo Fernández de,   

  298n14  
   oztomeca .        See  merchants  ;   spies    

  Pacifi c coastal regions, and Aztec Em-
pire,     156  

  palaces: and housing of elites in Basin of 
Mexico,     67–70  ;    and land endowments,   
  148   ;    resettlement of artisans near,     108   ;    and 
ruler of Texcoco,     300n19   ;    and social status 
of rulers,     151   

  Papantla (town),     166  ,   172  
  parallelism, and concept of gender in Aztec 

world,     206–7  
  Parsons, Jeff rey R.,     52  ,   80  ,   83  ,   86  ,   103  ,   111  
  Parsons, Mary H.,     111  
  patronage, and organization of craft 

production,     108–9  
  Peacock, D. P. S.,     98  
  Peregrine, Peter,     299n6  
  peripheries, and world systems theory,   

  269–71  
  perishability, of material objects in 

archaeological record,     21  
  personalities, of rulers,     142–3  
  philosophy, and oral expression,     255–7  
  phoneticism, and Aztec writing,     253  
  pictorial codices: and Aztec writing,     253  , 

  309–10n24  ;    and backstrap loom,     24   ;    as 
sources of information on Aztec world,   
  5–9  ,   13   

  plants: classifi cation of by Aztecs,     84  ; 
   medicinal uses of,     251  ,   302n45  ,   309n22   ; 
   and nonagricultural sources of food,     86  . 
   See also  cotton  ;   maguey  ;   maize   

  platforms, and elite houses or palaces,     68  
  plays, with Christian themes,     290–1  
   pochteca .        See  merchants  
  poetry: and oral traditions,     256  ;    as sources of 

information on Aztec world,     12   
  Polaco, Oscar J.,     302n48  
  political economy, and approaches to 

interpretation of Aztec world,     29–30  
  political organization: and challenges in 

Basin of Mexico in Late Postclassic 
period,     43–4  ;    and dynamics of empire 
building,     155–75   ;    and human sacrifi ce,   
  241–2   ;    legitimacy of Mexica and 

ceremonial use or display of legendary 
and foreign elements,     36   ;    role of 
merchants in imperial expansion,     133   ; 
   roles of rulers and emperors,     141–55   ;    and 
sculptural themes,     257–8   ;    structure of in 
Tlaxcallan,     278–9   ;    and Triple Alliance,   
  139–41   ;    use and display of precious 
materials by state,     91  .    See also  city-state  ; 
  rulers and rulerships   

  Pomar, Juan Bautista,     11  
  pottery: and craft specialization,     106  ; 

   and exotic goods,     273–5   ;    and market 
integration in Basin of Mexico,     118  ,   120   ; 
   production of polychrome in Texcoco,     103   

  poverty, in Aztec world,     190  
  power: establishment and maintenance of by 

rulers,     146–7  ;    exercise of by rulers,     152–5   ; 
   and social status,     183–4   

  Prem, Hanns J.,     255  
  prestige goods, and luxuries in Aztec 

world,     272  
  prevention, and medicine,     250  
  priests and priestesses: clothing and costumes 

of,     237  ;    and gods,     234–6   ;    social status 
of,     179   ;    use and display of precious 
materials,     91   

   Primeros Memoriales ,     7  
  “private” and “public” spheres, and 

gender,     205–6  
  processions, religious,     290  
  production, craft specialization and process 

of,     110–13  
  provinces, of Aztec Empire,     171–3  
  Puebla, Valley of,     55  
  Purchas, Samuel,     9    

  Quatlatlauchan (city-state),     173  
  Quetzalcoatl (god),     85  ,   177  ,   208  ,   219  ,   220  , 

  222  ,   223  ,   224  ,   225  ,   234  ,   263  ,   308n3  
  Quetzaltepec (city-state),     159    

  rain.        See  climate  ;   Tlaloc  
  raw materials, and tribute assessments,     164  ; 

   See also  natural resources  
  rebellion, by conquered peoples in Aztec 

Empire,     159  ,   174  ,   271  
  reciprocity, and domestic rituals,     244  
  regional variation, as theme in Aztec 

studies,     27  
   Relaciones geográfi cas  (1578–1585),     10  ,   59  
  religion: and arts,     252–8  ;    and crime,     212   ; 

   and education of children,     203   ;    and gods,   
  220  ,   221  ,   229–36  ,   309n12   ;    and history 
of Aztecs,     223–5   ;    impact of Spanish 
colonialism on,     288–92  ,   311–12n29–36   ; 
   rulers and control of sacred world,   
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  151–2   ;    scheduling and use of tribute,     165  . 
   See also  priests and priestesses  ;   rituals  ; 
  sacrifi ce  ;   shamans  ;   temples   

  resistance, of conquered peoples in Aztec 
Empire,     174–5  .    See also  rebellion  

  Ricard, Robert,     311–12n33  
  rituals: continuation of in local contexts 

under Spanish rule,     291–2  ,   311n32  ;    and 
gods,     236–46   ;    and funerals,     209–10  , 
  308n26   ;    and household,     243–4   ;    and 
solar calendar,     218–19  ,   226–8  ,   230  . 
   See also  ceremonies  ;   religion  ;   sacrifi ce   

  rivers: and Aztec worldview,     84  ;    irrigation 
and diversion of,     76–7   ;    trade and canoe 
transport,     114   

  roads, and transport or travel,     114  
  rulers and rulerships ( tlatocayotl ): control 

of and display of symbols of wealth,   
  150–1  ;    and control of land and labor,   
  147–50   ;    and control over sacred world,   
  151–2   ;    establishment of legitimacy and 
power of,     146–7   ;    and exercise of power,   
  152–5  ,   306n23   ;    food and meals of,     305n10   ; 
   funerals of,     210   ;    and gifts of warrior 
regalia,     264  ,   310n6  ,   310n8   ;    and merchants,   
  304n38   ;    as political actors,     141–4   ;    and 
social hierarchy,     179   ;    women as,     144  , 
  308n20   

  rural communities, and demography of 
Basin of Mexico,     61–2    

  sacred bundles,     237–8  
  sacrifi ce: of children to rain god Tlaloc,     204–

5  ;    evidence for human in Mesoamerica,   
  240  ,   309n17   ;    and human remains in 
archaeological record,     22–3   ;    public 
ceremonies and off erings,     238–9   ;    rituals 
involving human,     239–43   

  Sahagún, Bernardino de: on agriculture,     82  , 
  83  ;    on behavior of noblewomen,     180  , 
  202  ,   212   ;    on birth of children,     199   ;    on 
Chichimeca,     37   ;    on city-state,     136   ;    on craft 
production,     92  ,   108  ,   111   ;    on distinction 
between nobles and commoners,     183   ;    on 
domesticated birds,     302n44   ;    on education 
of children,     200  ,   203  ,   211   ;    on elderly,   
  207  ,   208   ;    elites as informants of,     307n5   ; 
   on feasting,     188   ;    on food supplies for 
military,     160   ;    and historical documents 
as sources of information on Aztec 
world,     10   ;    on houses of commoners,   
  65   ;    on human sacrifi ce,     244   ;    on maize,   
  301n26   ;    on marketplaces and trade,     122  , 
  125   ;    on nature in Aztec worldview,     84  , 
  247   ;    on noble houses,     69   ;    and pictorial 

codices as sources of information on 
Aztec world,     6  ,   7  ,   13   ;    on poverty,     190   ; 
   on rulers,     153  ,   299n10  ,   305n10   ;    on 
sculpture,     257   ;    on sorcerers,     245   ;    on tools,   
  302n42   ;    on warfare and warrior regalia,   
  265–6  ,   310–11n11   ;    on waterfowl,     85  . 
   See also   Florentine Codex    

  Salgado González, Silvia,     270  
  salt, production of,     85–6  
  Sánchez Bain, Andrés,     309n21  
  Sanders, William T.,     27  ,   29  ,   55  ,   58  ,   60–1  ,   62  , 

  76  ,   79  ,   80  ,   81  ,   103  ,   299n22  ,   300n7  ,   300n14  , 
  301n37  

  Sandstrom, Alan R.,     45  ,   292  
  San Pablito, Puebla (modern village),   

  103  ,   105  
  scale, of craft production,     98–9  
  Schneider, Harold K.,     125  
  Schortman, Edward,     32  
  Schroeder, Susan,     307n11  
  sculpture: and monuments,     257–8  ;    and 

Templo Mayor,     298n13   
  seasonality, and Aztec diet,     70  
  Selden, John,     9  
  selectivity, of archaeological information,     21  
  Seler, Eduard,     245  ,   246  ,   263  
  shamans: and divination or magic,     245  ;    and 

nature in Aztec worldview,     85   
  shell, and beads,     124  ,   127  
  Sierra Madre Occidental,     56  
  Skoglund, Thanet,     174  
  Sky of the Sun (Tonatiuh Ilhuicatl),     209  
  slaves and slavery: and marketplaces,     117–18  , 

  122  ,   304n30  ;    and punishments for crime,   
  213   ;    and social class structure,     185  ,   189–91  , 
  307n8   ;    value of,     127   

  Smith, Michael,     20–1  ,   29  ,   33  ,   62  ,   118  ,   137  ,   138  , 
  169  ,   173–4  ,   229  ,   237  ,   271  ,   300n7  ,   300n12  , 
  301n33  ,   305n2  ,   306n18  ,   309n12  

  social life: and commoners,     180–4  ;    family 
and daily life,     191–214   ;    intermediate 
positions and achievement in,     184  ,   186–91   ; 
   and nobles,     177–80   

  solar calendar,     216  ,   218  ,   219  
  Solís, Felipe,     18  
  songs: and arts in service of religion and 

state,     255–6  ;    as sources of information on 
Aztec world,     12   

  sorcerers, and magic,     245  ,   308n29  
  Southwest (U.S.), and trade with Aztec 

Empire,     56  ,   299n7  
  Spain: estimates of population in Basin 

of Mexico by  conquistadores ,     58–9  ; 
   and historical documents as sources 
of information on Aztec world,     9–11   ; 
   response of Aztec culture to pressures 

religion: and arts (cont.)
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of,     277–93  ,   311–12n29–36   ;    and warfare,   
  311n16  .    See also  colonial period   

  specialization: of craft production,     90–113  ; 
   trade and Aztec imperial expansion,     133–4   

  spelling rules, variability of in colonial 
documents written in Nahuatl,     xx  

  Spence, Michael W.,     103–4  
  spies, professional merchants as,     131  ,   133–4  
  spindle whorls,     72  ,   73  ,   111  ,   301n30–2  ,   302n9  , 

  303n23  
  spinning and weaving: in contemporary 

Mexico,     301n28–9  ;    and craft production 
in commoner and elite households,     72  , 
  73  ,   99  ,   308n19   ;    and education of children,   
  203  ,   302n10   ;    in Spanish colonial period,   
  287  .    See also  backstrap loom  ;   clothing   

  squashes, and Aztec diet,     70  
  Stark, Barbara L.,     30  ,   128  ,   307n40  
  state.        See  city-state  ;   political organization  
  storage: and agriculture in Basin of Mexico,   

  71–2  ;    and houses of commoners,     65  ,   67   
  sumptuary laws,     177  ,   178  ,   211  
  Sun Stone,     18–19  ,   216  
  symbols and symbolism: and distinctions 

between nobles and commoners,     178  ;    of 
monumental sculpture,     257–8   ;    rulers and 
control over,     150–1  ,   153   ;    of warrior regalia,   
  262–5  ,   268  ,   310–11n1–12   

  syncretism, and impact of Spanish on Aztec 
religion,     289–90    

  Tamime (culture),     37  ,   39  
  Tapia, Andrés de,     10  
  Tarascan Empire,     56  ,   171  
  Tarschys, Daniel,     163  
  Taube, Karl A.,     221–2  
  Tavárez, David,     291  
  tax, and use of term “tribute,”     163  
  technology: and Aztec food-growing 

systems,     83  ;    and ethnographic sources 
of information on Aztec world,     23  . 
   See also  tools   

  Tecuantepec (city-state),     159  
  Tecuciztecatl (god),     221  
  Tecuichpo (daughter of Motecuhzoma 

Xocoyotzin),     282  
  temples, burning of as symbol of conquest,   

  158  .    See also  Templo Mayor  
  Templo Mayor (Tenochtitlan),     3  ,   21  ,   22–3  , 

  39  ,   165  ,   210  ,   215  ,   238  ,   298n13  ,   299n8–9  
  Tenochtitlan: and artisans attached to royal 

palace,     108  ;    and Calendar Stone,     19   ; 
   and Chapultepec aqueduct,     78–9   ;    and 
commoner houses,     63   ;    and commoner 
lands,     183   ;    cosmology and spatial 
arrangements of,     225  ,   229   ;    diff erences 

of from preceding cities in Basin of 
Mexico,     43   ;    and elite houses or palaces,   
  68   ;    estimates for urban population of,     57  , 
  61   ;    founding of,     38  ,   41   ;    and merchants,   
  130   ;    Motecuhzoma Xocoyotzin and 
replacement of sacrifi cial stone,     149–50   ; 
   Spanish destruction of,     277  ,   280   ; 
   Teotihuacan and architectural and artistic 
styles of,     35–6   ;    and Triple Alliance,     139–41  , 
  306n32  ,   307n37  .    See also  Templo Mayor   

  Teochichimeca (culture),     37  
  Teotihuacan (city),     33–6  ,   95  ,   103  ,   263  ,   299n8  
  Teotitlan del Camino (city-state),     304n25  
   teotl  (deity),     230  
  Tepaneca (people),     38  ,   305n5  
  Tepeacac (province),     132  ,   148  ,   305n14  , 

  306n28  
  Tepeapulco (city-state),     95  ,   117  ,   120  , 

  121  ,   122  
   tepescohuite  ( Mimosa tenuifl ora ),     251  
  Tepexic (city-state),     173  
  terracing, and agriculture,     75–6  ,   301n33  
  Tetela (province),     171  
  Teteo Inan (goddess),     184  ,   263  
  Tetzcotzinco (pleasure garden),     77  
  Texcoco (city-state),     61  ,   95  ,   103  ,   106  ,   107  ,   117  , 

  139–41  ,   164  ,   183  ,   300n19  ,   305n15  
  Texcoco, Lake,         50  ,   52  ,   77  ,   80  ,   87  ,   114  ,   299n3  , 

  301–2n38  
  Tezcatlipoca (god),     220  ,   222  ,   223  ,   224  ,   225  , 

  230–1  ,   309n7  
  Tezozomoc (nobleman),     145  
  Thevet, André,     9  
  Thomas, Hugh,     282  ,   286  ,   311n15  
  Thompson, J. Eric,     125  
   tierra caliente ,     51  ,   56  
   tierra fría ,     50  ,   51–2  ,   54  ,   55  ,   56  
   tierra templada ,     51  ,   56  
  time, cyclical and repetitive nature of Aztec,   

  216–19  .    See also  calendars  
  Tizoc (ruler 1481–1486),     142  ,   145  ,   166  
  Tlacaelel (political leader),     278  
  Tlacopan (city-state),     139–41  ,   282  ,   305n5  
  Tlahuizcalpantecuhtli (god),     234  
  Tlaloc (rain god),     152  ,   204  ,   219  ,   224  ,   231–2  
  Tlalocan (afterlife),     209  
  Tlaltecuhtli (god),     220  ,   231  
  Tlapa-Tlachinollan (city-state),     174  
  Tlatelolco (city): Aztec conquest of,     158–9  ; 

   craft production and marketplace of,     91  , 
  94  ,   107  ,   109  ,   298n12   ;    and human remains,   
  22  ,   23   ;    political strategy and Aztec rule 
of,     170   ;    trade and marketplace of,     115–17  , 
  120  ,   122  ,   123  ,   128  ,   132  ,   267  ,   276   ;    and Triple 
Alliance,     140   

   tlatoani  (ruler, speaker),     144  ,   281  ,   282  
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  Tlaxcallan (city-state),     158  ,   175  ,   271  ,   278–9  , 
  306n24  

  Tlaxiaco (city-state),     122  
  Tochpan (province),     121  ,   122  ,   164  ,   166–8  ,   172  
  Tochtepec (city-state),     164  
  Toci (goddess),     225  ,   234  ,   289  
  Tollan (semimythical),     33–4  
  Tollocan (city-state),     159  
  Toltecs: and Aztec as hybrid culture,     37–42  ; 

   and subjective nature of ethnicity in Aztec 
culture,     45  .    See also  Tula   

  Toluca, Valley of,     55  ,   159  
  Tonantzin (goddess),     289  
  Tonatiuh (god),     224  ,   289  
  tools: and Aztec agriculture,     82–3  ,   302n42–3  ; 

   ethnography and use of traditional,     23   ; 
   for featherworking,     101   ;    introduction of 
Spanish,     286  ,   311n26   

  Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl (culture hero),     234  
  Torquemada, Juan de,     6  ,   10  ,   55  ,   115  ,   218  ,   235  , 

  241  ,   302n8  ,   307n15  
  Tototepec (city-state),     159  
  Tovar, Juan de,     10  
  Townsend, Richard F.,     225  ,   230  
  trade and trade networks: beyond political 

borders of Aztec Empire,     56  ,   299n6  ; 
   and Chichimecs,     39   ;    and commercial 
exchange in Late Postclassic,     113–29   ;    and 
expansion of Aztec Empire,     133–4   ;    in 
indigenous goods under Spanish rule,   
  284–5   ;    and regional merchants,     129–32   ; 
   and world systems theory in Aztec 
context,     272–7  .    See also  markets and 
marketplaces  ;   merchants   

  transportation: and commercial exchange 
in Aztec world,     113–14  ;    and introduction 
of animals by Spanish,     287–8   ;    of tribute 
payments,     164   

  tree-ring data, and natural disasters in Basin 
of Mexico,     55  

  tribute: and design of clothing in 
peripheral areas,     270  ;    and diversity of 
craft production,     96–7   ;    and inheritance,   
  194   ;    and labor duties,     148  ,   150   ;    and 
marketplaces in central Mexico,     121–2   ; 
   and political dynamics of empire,     156  , 
  162–75  ,   306n28–34   ;    and sources of 
precious materials,     91   ;    and Spanish 
imperial administration,     280  ,   285   

  Triple Alliance: and city-states,     138–41  ; 
   formation of in 1428–1430,     43   ;    and use 
of term  Aztec Empire ,     xvii  .    See also  Aztec 
Empire   

  tuberculosis,     250  
  Tula (city),     33  ,   34  ,   36  ,   234  ,   299n4  . 

   See also  Toltecs  

  Tulancinco (city-state),     121  
  turquoise,     93  ,   122  ,   152  ,   298n18  
  Tzicoac (city-state),     121  
   tzitzimime  (goddesses),     232    

  Umberger, Emily,     36  ,   42  ,   257  ,   299n2  
  universe, and Aztec cosmology,     220  ,   225  
  Urban, Patricia,     32  
  urban communities, and demography of 

Basin of Mexico,     61–2  .    See also  city-states  
  urban development: and cosmology,     225  ,   228  ; 

   and establishment of Aztecs in Basin of 
Mexico,     41  .    See also  Tenochtitlan     

  values, and Aztec concept of exemplary life,   
  202  ,   210  ,   211  

  Vargas, Victoria D.,     299n6  
  variation, as theme in interpretation of Aztec 

world,     26–8  
  Virgin of Guadalupe,     289  
  Von Humboldt, Alexander,     xvii  
  vowels, and Nahuatl pronunciation guide,   

  xix–xx    

  Wallerstein, Immanuel,     271  
  warfare: and commoners,     181  ,   184  ;    conquest 

and control of lands,     147–8   ;    damage 
to and repair of weapons,     303n17   ;    and 
cotton armor,     306n25–6   ;    and eagle nobles 
( quauhpipiltin ),     186   ;    and ethnicity in 
Mesoamerica,     45   ;    and fertility concepts 
in Aztec worldview,     225   ;    and gods,     233–4   ; 
   health and injuries in,     247  ,   250  ,   251   ;    and 
history of militarism in Mesoamerica,   
  156   ;    and human sacrifi ce,     241   ;    military 
service and control of labor,     148   ;    and 
political dynamics of empire,     158–61   ; 
   preceding cultures in Basin of Mexico 
and early Aztecs as mercenaries,     41   ;    and 
Spanish,     311n16   ;    and training,     160  ,   203   ; 
   and warrior regalia,     260–8  ,   310–11n1–12  . 
   See also  fl owery wars  ;   rebellion   

  Warren, J. Benedict,     10  
  water: Aztec preoccupation with control 

of,     15  ;    and “waterfolk” specialists,     86   ; 
   and waterfowl as source of food,     85  . 
   See also  aqueducts  ;    chinampas   ;   irrigation  ; 
  lakes  ;   rivers   

  weaving.        See  spinning and weaving  
  Weiner, Annette B.,     262  ,   264  ,   265  ,   266  
  Wells, E. Christian,     30  
  white zapote fruit ( Casimiroa edulis ),     251  
  Whitmore, Thomas M.,     58  
  Wolf, Eric,     55  
  women: fl exibility in activities and routines 

of,     206  ;    names of,     307n12   ;    as priestesses,   
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  235  ,   237   ;    as rulers,     144  ,   308n20   ;    standards 
of behavior for noble,     180  ,   202  ,   212  . 
   See also  gender   

  workshops, and craft production,     103–4  
  world systems model: and interpretation 

of Aztec world,     29  ,   259  ,   268–77  ;    and 
Mesoamerica as culture area,     32–3   

  worldview, role of nature in Aztec,     84–5  , 
  230  ,   247  

  writing: and books in Aztec society,     252–5  ; 
   and earliest alphabetic records for Nahuatl 
language,     xix   ;    and glyphs in codices,   
  297n5–6   ;    introduction of alphabetic by 
Spanish,     289  .    See also  pictorial codices     

  Xaltocan (city-state),     50  ,   87  ,   106  
  Xicalanco (trading center),     131  ,   277  
  Xilonen (god),     233  
  Xipe Totec (god),     233  ,   234  

  Xiuhtecuhtli (god),     152  ,   230  ,   231  
  Xochicalco (city),     108  ,   299n2  
  Xochimilco (city-state),     50  ,   80  ,   103  ,   106  ,   107  , 

  159  ,   305n13  ,   311n20  
  Xochipilli (god),     233  ,   312n36  
  Xochiquetzal (goddess),     184  ,   233  , 

  263  ,   310n4  
  Xoconochco (province),     56  ,   122  ,   131  ,   133  , 

  159  ,   164    

  Yacatecuhtli (god),     184  ,   234  
  Yoaltepec (province),     173  
  Yoff ee, Norman,     30  ,   151  
  Young, Allen M.,     125    

  Zorita, Alonso de,     6  ,   10  ,   153  ,   194  ,   297n4  , 
  307n15  

  Zultepec (city-state),     23  
  Zumpango, Lake,     50     
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